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INTRODUCTION
The development of e cient t e c hniques for representing and manipulatingBoolean functions lies at the heart of much of the recent advances in logic synthesis, veri cation and testing. Reduced, ordered binary decision diagrams (robdd) 3 , 4, 5] and their numerous variants, provide such a representation, and thus have become ubiquitous in many problems that arise in computer-aided design of digital systems.
In many applications it is often convenient and more e cient to represent and manipulate Boolean functions at the word level or in the integer domain. For example, in attempting to verify data path components that perform various types of arithmetic operations, it is easier to specify the behavior in the integer domain, and transform the logic implementation i n to a similar representation. Other applications where integer level representations are preferred are spectral analysis of Boolean functions 16], multiple output decomposition 1, 1 4 , 23, 26] , etc. The advantages of integer level representations is not just limited to logic design. A large collection of discrete, or combinatorial optimization problems that involve b i n a r y o r i n teger variables, but where the range of the objective function is some nite subset of integers, also require compact representations and algorithms for their manipulation 26] .
In this chapter, we describe a canonical and compact representation of pseudo Boolean functions, called Edge Valued Binary Decision Diagrams (evbdd) 21, 26] . evbdds can be used to e ciently represent and manipulate integer valued functions. Since Boolean functions are a subset of pseudo Boolean functions, evbdds can also be used to represent Boolean functions. This allows the construction of general procedures for performing both arithmetic and Boolean operations. Following a description of evbdds and their properties, we s h o w how certain spectral transformations on Boolean functions can be carried out on evbdds. One particular transform, called the probability spectrum (PS) 19], will be examined. The PS of a Boolean function has important applications in testing of digital circuits 19] . Additionally, there is a direct relation between the PS and the Reed-Muller (RM) coe cients of a Boolean function 19]. We present an algorithm that transforms an evbdd representation of a Boolean function to another evbdd that represents its PS. Next, we s h o w h o w t h e evbdd representation of the PS can be transformed into another evbdd that represents the RM spectrum. Finally, w e s h o w that by associating both an additive a n d a m ultiplicative w eight with the edges of an evbdd, w e can develop a more compact representation of pseudo Boolean functions. The new data structure, which w as proposed in 39] and is called Factored E d g e V alued Binary Decision Diagram, reduces complexity of certain arithmetic operations and allows direct implementation of the complement edges. In (1.2.1), if a 0 0 0 = 0 , t h e n f(x 0 : : : x n;1 ) are said to be constant-free.
PSEUDO BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS
With respect to a speci c ordering hx 0 x 1 : : : x n;1 i of the variables, (1.2.1) can be expressed as f(x 0 : : : x n;1 ) = c + x 0 ( + f`(x 1 x n;1 )) + (1 ; x 0 )( + f r (x 1 x n;1 )) (
where f`(x 1 x n;1 ) a n d f r (x 1 x n;1 ) are constant-free, and c 2 I .
For the sake of brevity, the right side of (1.2.2) will be indicated by a 6-tuple, hc x n;1 f f r i. The representation given in (1. In fact there are an in nite number of expressions of the form given in (1.2.2) that denote the same function. Therefore, given two 6-tuples, hc 1 x 0 f f r 1 1 i, a n d h c 2 x 0 g g r 2 2 i, one cannot determine whether or not these two representations denote the same function by simply checking the equality of the components. Among all the expressions of the form (1.2.2), we designate that one in which = 0 t o b e t h e standard or canonical form. Then two such representations denote the same function if and only if the corresponding components of their canonical forms are equal.
EDGE VALUED BINARY DECISION DIAGRAMS
An Edge Valued Binary Decision Diagram (evbdd) is a graph representation of a pseudo Boolean function, that is expressed in standard form, e.g., (1.2.2) with = 0 .
De nition 1.3.1 An evbdd is a tuple hc fi, w h e r e c is a constant, and f is a directed acyclic graph consisting of two types of nodes: 
Reduced and Ordered evbdds
The decomposition of a PBF given in (1.2.2) assumes a speci c ordering of the variables. This means that there is an index function index(x) 2 f 0 : : : n ;1g, such that for every non-terminal node v, either child`(v) is a terminal node or index(var(v)) < index(var(child`(v))), and either child r (v) is a terminal node or index(var(v)) < i n d e x (var(child r (v))). If v is the terminal node, then index(v) = n. S u c h a n evbdd is said to be ordered. A n evbdd is reduced if there is no non-terminal node such that child`(v) = child r (v) with value = 0 , and there are no two n o d e s u and v such that u = v. W e only consider reduced, ordered evbdds. f(x 0 x 1 x 2 ) = 3 + 2 x 0 ; 7x 0 x 1 ; 5x 0 x 2 + 6 x 0 x 1 x 2 + 3 x 1 ; 5x 1 In general, for functions where the number of distinct terminal values is large, an mtbdd will require larger numb e r o f n o d e s t h a n a n evbdd. However, for functions where the number of distinct terminal values is small, an mtbdd may require less storage space depending on the number of nodes in the corresponding graphs.
An evbdd requires n + 1 nodes to represent 2 n;1 x 0 + : : : + 2 0 x n;1 (an nbit integer), while an mtbdd requires 2 n+1 ; 1 nodes to represent t h e s a m e function. When there are only two di erent terminal nodes (e.g., 0 and 1), evbdds, mtbdds, and obdds are equivalent in terms of the number of nodes and the topology of the graph 26]. In this case, an evbdd will require more space to represent the the edge-values. The worst case time complexity for performing operations on evbdds is the same as that for mtbdds. However, many operations satisfy certain properties 26] that can be exploited so that evbdds a r e m uch more e cient t h a n mtbdds.
In 17] a useful calculus for manipulating pseudo-Boolean functions (referred by authors as A-Transforms) has been described. Also, to represent s u c h pseudoBoolean functions, a graph representation called Semi-Numeric Decision Diagrams (snDD) is introduced. In snDDs apart from standard BDD nodes, various operator nodes are also allowed an operator node corresponds to basic arithmetic operations such as +, -, *. Also, numeric values are allowed to be stored graph terminals. Thus snDDs contain mtbdds o r adds. can be returned without any further computation. As with robdd implementations, the e cient construction and manipulation of evbdds is made possible through the use of two tables that permit sharing of previously computed subgraphs without having to reconstruct them in the course of a computation. Thus, at any time only one evbdd for each distinct function is ever maintained. The rst complexity. As a result, the time complexity of binary arithmetic operations, Boolean operations, and relational operations is O(j h c f fij j h c g gij ). Thus, when Boolean functions are represented by evbdds, the time complexity i s t h e same as in the case of robdds.
Operations on evbdds

Some Applications of evbdds
In this section we present a summary of some important applications of evbdds that have b e e n i n i n vestigated 26].
Integer Linear Programming: I n teger linear programming (ilp) is an NP-hard problem that appears in many applications. In 18] a n obbd based approach for solving 0-1 programming problems is presented. For operations involving integers such as conversion of linear inequality constraints into Boolean functions and optimization of non-binary objective functions, BDDs Hierarchical Veri cation: The process of logic veri cation is to show the equivalence between the speci cation and the implementation. obdds c a n b e u s e d to verify logic circuits, only at the Boolean level. F or example, to verify a 64-bit adder, one would have to rst derive t h e obdds ( obdd imp ) for each o f t h e 65 outputs of the logic circuit and the obdds ( obdd spec ) from the 65 Boolean expressions of each output function and then show equivalence. This would only show that each of the 65 outputs does realize the corresponding Boolean expression. However, since evbdds can be used to represent discrete integer and Boolean functions, they provide a means to verify the a logic circuit, where the speci cation is expressed in the integer domain. Thus the specication of a 65-bit adder would simply be x + y + c, where c is the carry-in. 
THE PROBABILITY TRANSFORM AND ITS SPECTRUM
Many properties of Boolean functions that are di cult to deduce in the Boolean domain are often very easy to establish using an alternate representation. The alternate representation is called the spectral domain. A spectral transformation of a Boolean function of n variables is typically represented in the following form:
T n e Z n = e R n (1.4.1)
where e Z n is a 2 n 1 v ector representing the truth table of the function, and T n is a 2 n 2 n transformation matrix. e R n is a 2 n 1 v ector, and is called the spectrum of the Boolean function. Di erent transformation matrices generate di erent spectra. Some of the more extensively studied transformations are the Hadamard, Walsh and Reed-Muller 16, 3 3 , 29] . These transforms have f o u n d extensive use in function classi cation, veri cation, logic synthesis, testing and fault diagnosis.
The key obstacle in using (1.4.1) is that the transformation matrix is of size 2 n 2 n . T h us (1.4.1) can be used in practice only when n is small. This is where evbdds play an important role. In situations where T n has a recursive structure, the transformation given in (1.4.1) can be carried out directly on the evbdd representation of the Boolean function.
In this section, we examine one particular transform, called the probability transform , which i s a l s o k n o wn as the algebraic transform . The fundamental properties of this transform and its extensive applications to testing were investigated by Kumar 19] . However, many of the results presented in 19] require computations whose complexity is exponential in the number of variables. The probability spectrum of a Boolean function is directly related to the pseudo Boolean representation of the function. Using this relation, and the fact that evbdds p r o vide a canonical and compact representation of PBFs, we present an algorithm to compute the probability spectrum directly on the evbdd. T h e resulting structure is called a spectral evbdd. The only di erence between an evbdd and the corresponding spectral evbdd is in the interpretation -the sum of the values along the edges of a path in a spectral evbdd is the spectral coecient associated with the input assignment. After showing how the probability spectrum can be computed using evbdds, we s h o w h o w the spectral evbdd can be transformed, so that the resulting structure represents the Reed-Muller spectrum of a Boolean function. The resulting structure is called an rmevbdd.
Let f(x 0 x n;1 ) be a Boolean function. Let X i = P r (x i = 1), with X i 2 0 1], and F (X 0 X n;1 ) = P r (f(x 0 x n;1 ) = 1). F(X 0 X n;1 ) i s called the probability expression of f(x 0 x n;1 ). The probability e x p r e ssion F (X 0 X n;1 ) is obtained by the repeated application of the following rules 19, function. Speci cally, i f f(x 0 x n;1 ) is a Boolean function, then the RM representation of f has the form f(x 0 x n;1 ) = a ;1 a 0xn;1 a 1xn;2 a 2 n ;1x0x1 x n;1 (1.5.1)
where a i 2 f 0 1g, a n d x is either complemented or un-complemented variable x i .
We assume that each v ariable on the right side of (1.5.1) appears either as complemented or un-complemented, but not both. Digital circuits built using the RM form have a n umber of useful properties. They belong to a class of easily testable networks since test sets are independent of the function realized by the circuit and depend linearly on the number of inputs 32]. This has motivated interest in minimization of RM forms. Minimizing an RM form requires determining the polarity o f e a c h v ariable so that the resulting RM expression for the function has the least number terms.
The RM coe cients of a Boolean function, represented by a n evbdd can be obtained using a transformation nearly identical to the one given in Theorem The RM spectrum can also be computed from the probability spectrum 19]. The relation is simply e A f = j e S f j mod 2:
Thus, the rmevbdd can be generated using either (1.5.2) or (1.5.3). Thus, to transform an evbdd of a Boolean function to an rmevbdd, l i n e 1 0 o f t h e procedure evbdd to spevbdd shown in Figure 1 As an example, we construct the various function graphs based on the di erent decompositions of function f given in its tabular form in Figure 1 A p a t h i n a n fevbdd corresponds to an assignment o f v alues to the variables associated with the path. The value of a PBF f(x 0 x n;1 ), for a given assignment ( x 0 x n;1 ) is obtained as follows.
De nition 1.6.3 Given a fevbdd hc f w f fi representing f(x 0 : : : x n;1 ) and a function that for each variable x assigns a value (x) equal to either 0 or 1, the function FEVeval is de ned a s : An example of a fevbdd representing a Boolean function with complement edges is given in Figure 1 .6.2. This fevbdd represents the four output functions of a 3-bit adder. It has the same topology (except for the terminal edges) as the corresponding obdd depicted in the same gure. As it is shown in this example, fevbdds successfully extend the use of evbdds to represent Boolean functions as they inherently o er a way to represent complement edges. Furthermore, the Boolean operation`not' c a n n o w be performed in constant time since it only requires manipulation of the weights of the root node.
A fevbdd-based matrix package was introduced in 39]. This package was used to solve the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations. Experimental results showed that in the majority of cases fevbdds w i n o ver the corresponding evbdd representation of the matrices in terms of numb e r o f n o d e s a n d o verall memory consumption. In general, however, since the memory consumption per node of the fevbdd is higher than that of the evbdd, i f t h e n umber of nodes in the fevbdd and evbdd are the same (for example, due to the sparse structure of matrices), then evbdds will require less memory.
SUMMARY
Edge Valued Binary Decision Diagrams (evbdd) a r e a n o vel data structure for representing discrete functions. evbdds generalize robdds and are particularly useful for performing both integer and Boolean operations. This extension to the word level provides a basis for a variety of applications, including verication (where the speci cation can be expressed in the arithmetic domain), multiple output decomposition of logic functions, discrete function optimization and others. In this chapter we s h o wed how evbdds can be used to e ciently represent and manipulate various types of spectra of Boolean functions. In particular, we s h o wed how the probability spectrum and the Reed-Muller spectrum of a Boolean function can be computed directly on an evbdd without having to resort to traditional methods that require matrices of exponential size. The relation between the probability spectrum and the Reed-Muller coe cients of a Boolean function was utilized to develop an algorithm for constructing the evbdd that represents the Reed-Muller form when the polarity of one or more variables is changed. The current direction of this work is to utilize this algorithm to develop e cient heuristics for generating a near minimal Reed-Muller form of a Boolean function. In addition, we s h o wed an extension of evbdds which associates both an additive and a multiplicative w eight with the true edges of the function graph in order to achieve more compact representations, and in some cases, more e cient operations.
